Recognizing transliteration names is challenging due to their flexible formulation and coverage of a lexicon. This paper employs the Web as a huge-scale corpus. The patterns extracted from the Web are considered as a live dictionary to correct speech recognition errors. In our approach, the plausible character strings recognized by ASR (Automated Speech Recognition) are regarded as query terms and submitted to Google. The top n returned web page summaries are entered into PAT trees. The terms of the highest scores are selected. Total 100 Chinese transliteration names, including 50 person names and 50 location names, are used as test data. In the ideal case, we input the correct syllable sequences, convert them to text strings and test the recovery capability of using Web corpus. The results show that both the recall rate and the MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) are 0.94. That is, the correct answers appear in the top 1 position in 94 cases. When a complete transliteration name recognition system is evaluated, the experiments show that ASR model with a recovery mechanism can achieve 3.82% performance increases compared to ASR only model on character level.
Introduction
Named entities [1] , which denote persons, locations, organizations, etc., are common foci of searchers.
Capturing named entities is challenging due to their flexible formulation and up-to-date use. The issues behind speech recognition make named entity recognition more challenging on spoken level than on written level. This paper emphasizes on a special kind of named entities, called transliteration names. They denote foreign people, places, etc. Spoken transliteration name recognition is useful for many applications. For example, cross language image retrieval via spoken query aims to employ spoken queries in one language to retrieve images with captions in another language [2] .
In the past, Appelt and Martin [3] adapted TextPro system for processing text to processing transcripts generated by a speech recognizer. Miller et al [4] analyzed the effects of out-of-vocabulary errors and loss of punctuation in name finding of automatic speech recognition. Huang and Waibel [5] proposed an adaptive method of named entity extraction for meeting understanding. Chen [6] dealt with spoken cross-language access to image collection. The coverage of a lexicon is one of the major issues in spoken transliteration name access. Recently, researchers are interested in exploring the Web, which provides huge-collection of up-to-date data, as a corpus. Keller and Lapata [7] employed the Web to obtain frequencies for bigrams that are unseen in a given corpus.
In this paper, we consider the Web as a live dictionary for recognizing spoken transliteration names, and employ fuzzy search capability of Google to retrieve relevant web page summaries. Section 2 sketches the overall flow of our method. Section 3 employs PAT trees to learn patterns from the Web dynamically and correct the recognition errors. Section 4 shows the experiments with/without the uses of the Web. Section 5 concludes the remarks.
Flow of transliteration name recognition
A spoken transliteration name recognition system shown in Figure 1 accepts a speech signal denoting a foreign named entity, and converts it into a character string. It is composed of the following four major stages.
Stages (1) and (2) are fundamental tasks of speech recognition. Stages (3) and (4) try to correct the speech-to-text errors by using the Web.
(1) At first, we employ the speech recognition models built by HTK (http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/) and SRILM (http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/) toolkits to get a syllable lattice of a speech signal.
(2) Then, the syllable lattice is mapped into a character lattice using a mapping table. Top-n character strings are selected from the character lattice using bi-character model trained from a transliteration name corpus.
The character strings are called ASR strings hereafter.
(3) Next, each ASR string is regarded as a query, and is submitted to a web search engine like Google.
From the top-m search result summaries of a query (i.e., an ASR string), the higher frequent patterns similar to the ASR string are considered as candidates. Because we employ PAT tree [8, 11] with length 33 and 34 bits. The second highest length patterns are "克","魯","姆" and "斯" on nodes (3, 7, 12), (8, 13) ,(1, 6) and (4, 9) with length 16,17,18 and 18 bits. The pattern extraction task will be discussed in detail in Section 3.
(4) Finally, the PAT candidates of all ASR strings will be merged together, and ranked by their number of occurrences and similarity scores. Candidates of the best ranks will be regarded as recognition results of a spoken transliteration name.
Consider an example shown in Figure 3 . The Chinese speech signal is a transliteration name "湯姆克魯 斯" in Chinese denoting a famous movie star "Tom Cruise". Syllable lattice illustrates different combinations of syllables. Each syllable corresponds to several Chinese characters. For example, ke is converted to "克", "柯", "科", "可", "喀", "刻", etc. ASR strings "塔莫克魯斯", "塔門克魯斯", "塔莫柯魯斯", etc. are selected from character lattice. Through Google fuzzy search using query "塔莫克魯斯", some summaries of Chinese web pages are reported in Figure 4 . Although common transliteration of "Tom Cruise" in Chinese is "湯姆克 魯斯", which is different from the query "塔莫克魯斯", fuzzy matching by Google can still identify the relevant summaries containing the correct transliteration. We call this operation recognition error recovery using the Web hereafter.
In the above examples, partial matching part is enclosed in rectangle symbol, e.g., "克魯斯", and the correct transliteration name is underlined, e.g., "湯姆克魯斯". Summaries (1), (4) and (5), mention a movie star "湯 姆克魯斯" (Tom Cruise), and summaries (2) and (3) mention a football star "克魯斯" (Cruz). Figure 3 shows that the PAT patterns like "聖塔克魯斯", "湯姆克魯斯", "姆克魯斯演", etc. are proposed. After merging and ranking, the possible recognition results in sequence are "湯姆克魯斯", "洛普克魯茲", "聖塔克魯茲", etc. 
Recognition error recovery using the Web
The error recovery module tries to select the higher frequent pattern from the Web search results, and substitute the speech recognition results of Stages 1 and 2 (shown in Section 2) with the pattern. PAT tree [8, 11] , which was derived from Patricia tree, can be employed to extract word boundary and key phrases automatically. In this paper, the Web search results of an ASR string will be placed in a PAT tree and PAT candidates will be selected from the tree. Two issues are considered. A PAT candidate should occur more times in the PAT tree and should be similar to the ASR string.
The frequency Freq of a PAT candidate can be computed easily from PAT tree structure. The similarity of a PAT candidate and an ASR string is modeled by edit distance, which is minimum number of insertions, deletions and substitutions to transform one character string (ASR) into another string (PAT). The less the number is, the more similar they are. The similarity Sim of ASR and PAT strings is the length of string alignment minus the number of edit operations.
Finally, the ranking score of a PAT string relative to an ASR string is defined as follows.
It is computed by weighted merging of the frequency of the PAT string, and the similarity of the ASR string and PAT string. This value determines if the ASR string will be replaced by the PAT string. In the above example, Freq(湯姆克魯斯)=43 and Sim(塔莫克魯斯, 湯姆克魯斯)=3. 
Experimental results
The speech input to the transliteration name recognition system is Chinese utterance. We employed 51,114 transliteration names [9] to train the bi-character model specified in Section 2. The test set is different from the training set and it is open test. Because there may be more than one transliteration for a foreign named entity, the answer keys are manually prepared and checked with respect to the Web. For example, "Arizona" has four possible transliterations in Chinese -say, "亞利桑納", "亞歷桑 納", "亞利桑那", and "亞歷桑那". On the average, there are 1.9 Chinese transliterations for a foreign name in our test set. In appendix A lists the name test set and its answer keys. As shown in Section 2, the transliteration name recognition system is composed of four major stages. Stages 1 and 2 perform the fundamental speech recognition task, and Stages 3 and 4 perform the error recovery task. To examine the effects of these two parts, we evaluate them separately and wholly in the following two subsections.
Performance of error recovery task
Assume correct syllables have been identified in speech recognition task. , where r i = 1/rank i if rank i > 0; and r i is 0 if no answer is found, and M is total number of test cases. The rank i is the rank of the first right answer of the i th test case. That is, if the first right answer is rank 1, the score is 1/1; if it is at rank 2, the score is 1/2, and so on. The value of MRR is between 0 and 1. The inverse of MRR denotes the average position of the correct answer in the proposed candidate list. The higher the MRR is, the better the performance is. That is, all the ASR strings submitted to search engine contain at least one wrong character. In such cases, the recall rate is 0.59 and the MRR is 0.48. That means 59 transliteration names are recovered, and they appear in the first 2.08 (=1/0.48) positions on the average. We further examine the number of errors in "ASR/Pre-Removed + Web" model to study the error tolerance of using the Web. Table 2 
Performance of speech recognition task
The set of 100 transliteration names in Section 4.1 are spoken by 2 males and 1 female, so that 300 transliteration names are recorded. We employ HTK and SRILM to get the best 100 syllable lattices (N Best, N=100). TCC-300 dataset for Mandarin is used to train the acoustic models. 
,where T is total test number and K is answer keys number with a test name i. Table 4 shows character level results. The "ASR+Web" model has 3.82% performance increasing to the "ASR Only" model on the average. Table 5 shows word level results. The error recovery mechanism supported by the "ASR+Web" model improves the recall rate and the MRR of the "ASR Only" model from 0.20 and 0.054 to 0.37 and 0.290, respectively. In other words, the average ranks of the correct transliteration names are moved from the 18 th position (=1/0.054) to the 3 rd position (=1/0.290) after error recovery.
Conclusions
This paper employs the web corpus to correct transliteration name recognition errors. Web fuzzy search proposes useful patterns for error recovery. Fault tolerance experiments show that longer transliteration names have stronger tolerance than shorter transliteration names, and the wrong characters appearing in the beginning of a transliteration name are relatively easier to be corrected than those appearing in the end. Thus, the improvement of character level accuracy will be helpful to the recovery mechanism, and vice versa. The ASR model integrated with the recovery mechanism by the Web search facilitates the spoken access to the Web directly. 
